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Executive %imam

The Kendale PilOt Resource Program (KPRP) was designed as a school-based
gifted program for students in grades one through six. The primary goals of

the program were:

1 to reduce problems related to the twice-weekly transportation of
students to.gifted centers (such as students missing instruction in

home-school classes and the lack of opportunity to participate in
all home-school tictivities), and

2) to increase the participation of eligible gifted students.

Program activities were initiated In the Fall of 1982 by two gifted educa-
tion teachers who provided instructional services to 48 students in grades 2

'-through 6.

The KPRP differed from the typical learning center approach in terms of:

1) the distribution and amount of time devoted to gifted instruction,

. 2) the extent to which gifted students received instruction in the
basic skills and other instructional areas,

3) the inclusion of regular curriculum content areas in the gifted pro-

gram, and

) the extent to which gifted students were able to participate in
school -wide and other activities.

Students participating in the KPRP received a full course of basic skills

instruction (reading, writing, and mathematics) during half of each school

day and were resourced into the gifted program for the other half of the day

(for four days of the week). They received exposure to 7.5 to 10.5 hours of

gifted instruction per week (depending on students' grade level and whether

or not they took Spanish). This included a two hour per week treatment of
interdisciplinary content (science, social studies, health and safety, and
literature and expressive language) using instruction geared to higher cog-

nitive levels and one hour per week of art--also involving appropriate
levels of instruction. Remaining time allocated to gifted instruction
involved exploratory activities, group training activities, and individual/
small group investigation of real problems as described in Renzulli's En-

richment Triad, a frequently employed model for gifted instruction in-Dade
County.

Provision was also made during these half days for the release of students
for music, Spanish, and physical education; and for school-wide and other
activities. However, these were not considered by the Office of Educational
Accountability (OEA) to be part of gifted instruction, since the program
(KPRP) teachers were not formally responsible for the content in these

areas.
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The initial understanding between Kendale and CEA regarding this study por-
trayed OEA's involvement as providing limited assistance in Kendale's prepa-
ration of an administrative review of this prOect, focusing primarily on
the extent to which implementation of the KPRP helped to reduce the disrup-
tive influences of gifted=stenter attendance. As the study progressed, the
focus was expanded to embrace consideration of the impact of this pilot pro-
gram on the gifted instruction itself, thereby expanding the level of CEA
involvement.

The evaluation of this program involved discussions with the school princi-
pal and program teachers as well as a questionnaire-survey of the KPRP stu-
dents, their parents, and regular classroom teachers. Respondents were sur-
veyed in September of 1982 and asked to respond based on their experience
with gifted centers. Respondents were again asked, in May of 1983, to re-
spond to the same questionnaire it terms of their experience with the KPRP.
Change in response patterns to relevant it were used as a basis for much
of this report.

Results of the evaluation indicate that the number of Kendale students par-
ticipatin in the gifted program increased from 31 during 1931-82 to 48 dur-
ing the 1 -83 school year. Additionally, no Kendale student withdrew from
the gifted program during 1982-83, whereas 13 students withdrew during
1981-82.

KPRP student exposure to most instructionalfactivity components of their
home-school program was enhanced relative to that which they would hive ex-
perienced in a gifted- center program. Basic skills instructional time was
not compromised. Students were also able to take advantage of most 'school-
wide activities, as well as special classes such as music, art, Spanish, and
physical education (although exposure to music and Spanish was reduced below
that experienced by other Kendale students). The continuous exposure of
students to interdisciplinary instruction in the content areas (science, so-
cial studies, health and safety, and literature and expressive language) in-
sured participating students against the two-day gaps in instruction which
characterize attendance at gifted centers (although total weekly time spent
in this instruction was less than that for other Kendale students).

Communication and articulation between the regular program and the gifted
program appear to have been enhanced relative to that associated with the
gifted center from the viewpoint of regular program teachers (in terms of
their knowledge about the program and feedback given them regarding their
students) and parents (in terms of cooperation between the regular and the
gifted teacher and the ability of their children to "keep up" with regular
classwork).

Parent involvement and school-parent communication also appeared more cha-
racteristic 01' the KPRP Own the previously experienced gifted-center pro-
gram. Parents were more favorable to the KPRP in terms of the extent to
which they had been oriented to the program and the extent of feedback re-
ceived from their child's gifted teacher.



Finally, in assessing the gifted instruction provided by the KPRP a number

of mixed responses emerged. Students indicated that they would like to
spend more time in gifted instruction and, after experiencing a year of the
KPRP, fewer regular classroom teachers felt that "every school should have a

gifted program". Parents were generally more favorably impressed with the
KPRP than the gifted center approaca in terms of the qualifications of the
teachers, the amount of individualized instruction offered, and the variety

of (gifted) subjects covered. Parents noted no change in the adequacy of
motivation and stimulation offered their children but, in a negative vein,
felt that the adequacy of instructional facilities and the enjoyment of the
program by their children had diminished.

OEA staff noted that some difficulties were experienced with the use of in-
terdisciplinaPy course content for the provision of gifted instruction. As

one example, curriculum materials were not readily available to support this

level of instruction and had to be developed by the program teachersa*
situation which required them to devote a great deal of time to planning and
program development. It also appeared that the frequent movement of groups
of students in and out of the gifted instruction period (required by the
relatively complex KPRP schedule) engendered fragmented rather than the
continuous periods of gifted instruction which characterize the gifted
center schedule.

As previously noted, KPRP gifted instruction took place from 7.5 to 10.5
hours weekly, whereas gifted centers expose their students to approximately
eleven hours of gifted instruction weekly.

I n s ummary, the KPRP appears to have succeeded in reducing the disruptive
influence of gifted center attendance,on the participation of gifted stu-
dents in their home-school program while, at the same time increasing the
participation of gifted-eligible Kendele students and eliminating the cost
of transporting students to gifted centers. A smell price may have been
paid, however, in terms of a reduction in the amount of time KPRP students

receive for gifted instruction, and the instructional discontinuity engen-
dered as a result of students departing for various activities and special
classes.

In view of these findings, the following recommendations are aide:

I. that comparative studies be initiated to determine the extent to
which the KPRP and other similar approaches taken to gifted instruc-
tion, engender the attainment of gifted-relevant achievement objec-
tives to the same extent as gifted center programs, and

2. that sufficient time and resources be allocated to allow teachers
charged with the responsibility for implementing similar school-
based programs to develop content curriculum materials appropriate
to the higher levels of instruction characteristic of gifted pro-
grams. This might be accomplished through the summer employment or
contracting of these teachers for this purpose.



Background

Description of the Program

In reaction to problems perceived as intrinsic to the gifted-center approach
to gifted instruction and interest expressed by parents of gifted children,
the principal and staff of Kendale Elementary School developed a plan for a
home school-based gifted program. The primary goals of the program were to
reduce problems related to the twice-weekly transportation of students to
gifted centers (such as students missing instruction in home-school classes
and the lack of opportunity to participate in all home-school activities)
and to increase the participation of eligible gifted students. Project
activities were begun on the first day of the 1982-83 school year and by the
end of the 198/-83 school year 48 students in grades two through six were
enrolled in the Kendale Pilot Resource Program (KPRP). In addition to the
instruction of gifted students in their home school, the KPRP differed from
the learning center approach in terms of:

1) the distribution and amount of time devoted to gifted instruc-
tion,

2) the extent to which gifted students received instruction in the
basic skills and other instructional areas,

3) the inclusion of regular curriculum content areas in the gifted
program, and

) the extent to which gifted students were able to participate in
school -wide and other activities.

Students participating in the KPRP received-daily instruction in reading,
writing, and mathematics from their regular classroom teacher during one-
half of the school day and on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday were
resource(' into the gifted pod for the other half of the school day. KPRP
students received between 7.5 and 10.5-hours of gifted instruction per week
depending on the students' grade level and whether or not they took Spanish
(See Appendix A). This included a two hour per week treatment of interdis-
ciplinary content (science, social studies, health and safety, and litera-
ture and expressive language) using instruction geared to higher cognitive
levels and one hour per week of art--also involving appropriate levels of
instruction.

Remaining «ime allocated to gifted instruction involved exploratory activi-
ties, group training activities, and Individual /small group investigation of
real problems as described in Rennin's Enrichment _Triad (See Appendix 8),
a frequently employed model for gifted instruction in Dade County.

Provision was also made during these half days for the release of students
for music, Spanish, and physical education; and for school-wide and other
activities. However, these are not considered by the Office of Educational
Accountability ((WA) to be part of gifted instruction, since the program
(KPRP) teachers were not formally responsible for the content in these
areas.
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Description of the Evaluation

Ti,.evaluation of the KPRP was a cooperative effort between Kendale Elemen-
tary School and OEA. The initial understanding between Kendale and OEA re-
garding this study portrayed OEA's involvement as providing limited assis-
tance in Kendale's preparation of an administrative review of this project,
focusing primarily on the extent to which implementation of the KPRP helped
to reduce the disruptive influences of gifted-center attendance. As the
study progressed, the focus was expanded to embrace consideration of the im-
pact of 'this pilot program on the gifted instruction itself, thereby expand-
ing the level off OEA involvement.

OEA staff had several meetings with the principal of Kendale to distuss the
data to be collected, the content of the evaluation report, and the assis-
tance available from OEA. For one of these meetings,,tbe Kendale principal
prepared a project status report v.o assist in the orientation .of OEA staff
to this project (See Appendix C), Following a memorandum defining the con-
tribution to the evaluation'tvbe made by the two parties (see Appendix 0),
OEA provided assistance in developing an evaluation plan; summarized and
analyzed data, and assumed responsibility for producing this brief evalua-
tive overview. School personnel were responsible for the collection of data
and ,providing. that data to OEA for incorporation in the overview. Due to
the fact that OEA had already committed virtually all of its resources to
district evaluation priorities prior to receiving a request for the KPRP
evaluation from the South Area Office, the scope of the evaluation had to be
limited and use had to be made of pre-existing instruments and routinely
collected data. As an wimple, surveys used for parents, regular teachert
and students were adopted from s 19)6 evaluation of the gifted program that
had been performed by 0EA's organizational predecessor--the Office of. Plan-
ning and Evaluation. Teachers In the "regular" Kendale program, parents of
gifttd students, and KPRP students were administered their respective ques-
tionnaires in September of 1982 and asked to respond based op their experi-
ence with the previous year's gifted center p am (at Leewood Elementary.i.
As a *post* measure, they were asked the same -P- ti ens in pay of 1983 and
asked to respond on the basis of their experience with KPRP.

Changes in percentages of parents, teachers, and students responding with
various response options (e.g.,"agree-"disagree" or "yes " - "no") were ana-
lyzed for relevance to this evaluation. In the following (Results) section,
findings are referenced to appropriate questionnaire items (e.g., TO 15
refers to item 015 on the Tacher's Questionnaire). The percentages of stu.!
dents, teachers and parents selecting the various response options, are dis-
played in Appendices E, F and 6 respectively.

Questions which this evaluation addressed were abstracted from
which had been developed for the KPRP and are as follows:

1. Have gifted-eligible Kendale students participated in the
greater extent than in the previous gifted-center program?

2. Relative to the gifted-center program, to what extent does participation
in the KPRP insure the appropriate and continuous exposure 'off students
to academic and activity'elements of the regular school program?

3. To what extent is communication and articulation between the regular
program and the gifted program enhanced relative to that which existed
Q n the gifted-center program?

objectives

KPRP to a



To what extent is parent fnvolvement and school -parent COMeueiCAtiOn

.

/ '

more characterjstic of the IMP than the gifted;center program?
.

5; .To what extent is the gifted instruction provided by the KIMP perceived
to be oifferent from that of the gifted-center program?

.

If

a

O

a

L.
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Results

A4 A

1. Have giftda-ell pible,Kendale students participated- in .the KPV to a
greater extent than in the previous lifted-centec programf

During the 1981-82 school year, 31 students from Kendale participated in
the gifted program by attending a special center. During the 1982-83
school year, 48 of Kendiless students participated in the KPRP. Addi-

. tionally, during 1981-82, thirteen Kendale students withdrew from the
gifted program, Whereas no students withdrew during 1982-83. Responses
by regular classroom teachors also indicate that the KPRP might generate
fewer choices among qualified students to not participate in gifted pro-
growing (TO S, 6).0 .4% -

.

To: determine if there had been an i se. in attendance rates for
gifted students, the attendance records r gifted program participants
in 1981-82 and 1982-83 were compared for the first three grading periods
of each, school year. For the 198142 scheol year, the attendance rate
for Kendale students participating in the gifted program was 95.3814 for
the 1982 -83 school year, the attendance rate for 'KPRP students was
98.30%.

Relative to the gift ter program, to what extent does participation
in the IMF insure the Appropriate egd continous upe of students to

academic and ivi eTements oft 'ler schoo am7

Gifted students participating in the learning center model left their
home school to attend gifted classes at a special center two days per
week. On those two `days that-the student was at the gifted ceAter, be/
she missed "whatever basic skills and content area instruction.was pre-
sented. The regular classroom teacher had to either delay the introduc-
tion of new concepts, or there was a possibility that gifted students
might experience gaps in instruction. The gifted-center student was
often unaware of the Specific nature of homework assignments unless he
orishe Pads a special Attempt.to call a classmate who was not also
attending the gifted center.. Additionally, the gifted center student
was unable to participate in those home-school activities that occurred
during the two day periods of attendance at gifted centers.

The school -based gifted (KPRP) model provided daily instruction for
gifted students in reading, writing, and mathematics by the regular
classroom teacher. Science, social studies, health and safety, and
literature and expressive language objectives appropriate for each grade
level were addressed through approximately 30 minutes of interdiscipli
nary instruction provided four days per week by the program teacher. As

previously noted, this interdisciplinary instruction was to be 'provided
at cognitive levels appropriate for gifted students.

This daily basic skills instruction by the regular teacher and the pro-
vision. of interdisciplinary instruction by the program teacher elimi-
nated the need to delay' the introduction of new concepts and the possi-
bility that the gifted stuaent might experience instructional gaps be-
cause of his/her absence during ongoing instruction. Additionally,

gifted students were able to participate in all school-wide events and
activities such as chorus and recorder practice,

4-
V
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Enrollment in the KPRP impacted instrictionil exposure to elements of
the *regulars program in other, less favorable ways however. In some
areas (physical education, art, music, aftd.Spanish) instruction re-.

quired grouping of multiple grade levels,, which could have involved in-
.

appropriate levels of instruction for- some students. Additionally* for
Spanish and music, instructional exposure wal.redeced from that recom-
mended by the Bureau of Edication. As an ellhple, exposure to Spanish
instruction for students enrolled in the KPRP occurred for a total of .60
minutes pqr week, vs. the 160 minutes per week recoimended.. for other
instructional areas--those taught through the previously discussed
'Interdisciplinary (ID) approach-0RP scheduling dictated both a reduc-
tion in daily time allocated to instruction from 90 minweirfl°30 min-
utes) and the addressing of objectives relevant to one additionaldirea
(literature and expressive language) within this reduced time frame.

3. To what extent is communication and articulation between the regular

Ifl
:WI! To:Lynam enhanced relative to that which existed-

All teacher responses to relevant items on their questionnaire indicate
that communication and articulation had been since the imple-
mentation of the KPRP. Specifically, teachers report having received
lore adequate orientation (TQ 7), had greater contact with gifted pro-
gram staff (TQ 1, 3, 4, 8) and increased understanding of the program
(TQ 2). Teachers also reported a greater flow of information regarding

0 their students progress in the gifted program (T41 9), and an increase
in the extent to which their students were able to *keep ups with les-
sons in their regular classes (TQ 10) and acquire a sufficient command
0 basic skills (IQ 11).

Ail parent responses to relevant questionnaire items indicate that com-
munication and integration between the regular and gifted program had
been enhanced since the implementation of the KPRP. -Specifically, par-
ents felt that regular classroom teachers had a somewhat more favorable
opinion of Kandale's gifted program (PQ 11), that cooperation between
their child's gifted and regular teacher had been improved (PQ 12), and
that their children were more able to *keep up* with their regular
classwork (PQ 13).

Students enrolled in the KPRP felt that their regular classroom teachers
had a less favorable opinion of the KPRP than they did of the gifted-
center program (SQ 1), in contradiction to the actual Opinion expressed
by the classroom teachers.

4. To what extent is parent -involvement and school gent communication
more characteristic or the KPRP 'than the gilled-center program

Parent responses to their questionnaires indicate that they were more
involved in parent group activities (PQ 6, 7), but apparently a smaller
percentage of parents visited the Kendale program than had visited the
previous year's gifted-center program (PQ 1, 2, 3).

The implementation of the KPRP is reported to have improved communica-
tion betieen the' school and the parents of gifted students.'' Specifi-
cally, parents reported that they were more adequately oriented to the



KPRP (PQ 10, ill), received more feedback from the gifted program teacher
(PQ 4) 9 and were more adequately informed of their child's progress (Pt)
IS). More parente*Also knew the name of their child's gifted program
teacher (PQ 8) and felt that the KPRP teachers were more accessible for
a conference (PQ 16).

To enhance parent involvement and communication, parents were provided
with oral and written information about the program in addition to the
student progress reports required each semester. An orientation meeting
for parents of students in the KPRP was held on September 30; 1982.
Subsequent to this meeting, a KPRP Parent Advisory Committee was formed
and three parent advisory commtttee meetings were held.

5. To whet extent is the gifted instruction idsd the KPRP metal,
er program

KPRP student responses to pertinr I, questionnaire items indicate that
they felt that their rentsahad favorable an opinion of the KPRP as
tile. did of the gifted-cpaenter program (SQ 2). Students expressed a need
tl 'ncrease the amount of gifted instruction offered in the KPRP, but
o.a not express a similar need relative to theagifted-center program (SQ
3), After experiencing a year of.the KPRP, fewer regular classroom
teachers felt that almost every school should have a gifted program (TO
12).

Parents provided more favorable ratings for the KPRP than the learning
center program in termiaof qualifications of the teachers (PQ 9. 17)9
the amount of individual attention their child received (PQ 5, 18), the
amount of time spent in the program (Pt) 19), and the variety of subjects
to which their child was exposed (PQ 20).. The adequacy of stimulation "qw
and motivation the gifted program provided for student participants was
rated as essentially the sairfor both programs (PQ 21). Two items that
received less favorable rating for the KPRP were the adequacy of the
instructional facilities (PQ 22) and the enjoymimt parents felt their
child received from participating in the gifted program (PQ 23).

OEA staff noted that some difficulties were experi enced with the use of
interdisciplinary course content for the provision of gifted instruc-
tion. As one example, curriculum materials were not readily available
to support this level of instruction and had to be developed by the
program teachersa situation that required them to devote a great deal
of time to planning and program development. It also appeared that the
frequent movement of groups of students in and out of the gifted
instruction period (required by the relatively complex KPRP schedlle)
engendered fragmented rather than the continuous periods of gifted
iEstruction which characterize the gifted center schedule.

As previoulii noted, KPRP gifted instruction took place from 7.5 to 10.5
hours weekly, whereas gifted centers expose their students to approxi-
mately eleven hours of gifted instruction weekly.



Conclusions and Recommendations

The KPRP was directed at eliminating many of the problems which arise from
the logistics associated with the gifted-center approach to the provision of
gifted instruction. These problems are inherent in the separation from
their home school of gifted students who must travel to gifted centers twice
each week and be absent from their home schools' instruction and activities
for substantial amounts of time.. The results of this overview indicate that
the KPRP is viewed as having significantly diminished these problems in
terms of the participation of gifted-eligible kendale students, the exposure
of gifted students to more of the academic and activity elements oflthe reg-

ular school program, .communicationiarticulatioe between the regylar and
gifted programs, and parent-school communication. Added to these adWaitages
is the elimination of the transportation costs that had previously been
incurred as a result of bussing these students to the gifted center.

Yet these advantages did not appear to occur without cost to the gifted pro-
gram itself. Although the limited scope of this evaluulon precluded the
maintenance of logs of student activities or any other objective assessment
of instructional contact time, l of KPRP class schedules leaves little
doubt that the number of ly minutes of student exposure to gifted
instruction was reduced over what would have been their exposure in the
gifted center. This reductiou in exposure occurred through the departure of
students for "special* classes (Spanish, music, art), and through the depar-
ture of students to participate in activities such as chorus, recorder prac-
tice, bell, practice, and special school-wide events. Nat only were the
total weekly minutes exposure to the program cut, but the instructional
periods themselves became more fragmented, making it difficult to initiate
and carry through gifted activities Without interruptions.

CEA staff also noted that some difficulties were experienced with the use of
interdisciplinary course content for the provision of gifted instruction.
As one example curriculum materials were not readily available to support
this level of instruction and had to be developed by the program teachers -tea
situation that required them to devote a great deal of time to planning and
program development.

In view of these findings, the Following recommendations are mode:

I. that comparative studies be initiated to determine the extent to which
the KPRP and other similar approaches taken to gifted instruction, en-
gender the attainment of gifted-relevant achievement objectives to the
same extent as gifted-center programs, and

2. that sufficient time end resources be allocated to allow teachers
charged with the responsibility for implementing similar school-based
programs to develop content curriculum materials appropriate to the
higher levels of instruction characteristic of gifted programs. This
might be accomplished through the summer employment or contracting of
these teachers for this purpose.
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Grades 5 - 6

Grade 4

Grade 2-3

KPRP SCHEDULE

8:15 - 11:45 - 3 1/2 hours per day

less openiA exercises (8:15 - 8:30) 3 1/4 hours per
day

less physical education (11:15 - 11:45) is 2 3/4 hours per
day

2 3/4 hour. per day X 4 days per wetuk 11 hours per week

less 30 minutes per week for wmusic is 10.5 hours per week*

12:00.- 2:45 si 2 3/4 hours per day

less physical edutation (1:10 - 1:40) 2 1/4 hours per day

2 1/4 hours per day X 4 days.per week m 9 hours per week

less 30 minutes per week for music a18.52ErsEL!!!k*

11:45 - 2:45 3 hours per day

less.physical education (x:10 - 1:40) 2 1/2 hours per day

2 1/2 hours per day X 4 days per week = 10 hours per week

lets 30 minutes per week for music 9.5 hours per week*

*For those students enrolled in Spanish S/L their gifted instructional time
is reduced 1 hour per week.

GIFTED CENTER SCHEDULE

Grades 2-6 8:15 - 2:45 - 6 1/2 hours per day

less opening exercises (8:15-8:30) m 6 1/4 hours per day

less lunch (30 minutes) 5 3/4 hours p r day

less early dismisal to catch bus for return to home school
(2:30 - 2:45) - 5 1/2 hours per day

5 1/2 hours per day X 2 days per week = 11 hours per week,
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Renzulli's Model consists of three types of activities:

Type I: GENERAL EXPLORATORY ACTIVITIES

Type I activities consist of experiences and activities that are de-
signed to bring the learner into touch with a wide range of topics or
areas of study in which he or she may have a sincere interest. Through
involvement in Type I experiences, students will realize that they are
expected to pursue further exploration and decide on alternative sugges-
tions for investigation.

Type II: GROUP TRAINING ACTIVITIES

Type II activities consist of materials, methods, and instructional
techniques that help the student learn the skills necessary for becoming
an independnet learner. They are concerned with the high development
of thinking and feeling processes such as critical thinking, problem sol-
ving, reflective thinking, inquiry training, divergent thinking, awareness
development, and creative or productive thinking. Type II activities are
open-ended and allow students to escalate their thinking, processes to the
highest levels possible. Type II activities should also introduce students
to more sophisticated content.

Type III: INDIVIDUAL AND SMALL GROUP INVESTIGATIONS,

Type III activities consist of activities in which the student
becomes an actual investigator.of a real problem or topic by
using appropriate methods of inquiry and results in sharing of
the findings with a real audience. The success of a Type III
activity depends on the task commitment of the individual student.

TYPE DI
INDIVIDUAL4 SMALL GROUP

INVESTiGATIONS OF RrAL
Peosi.EMS

-14-
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IENDALE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
PILOT RESOURCE PROGRAM (GIFTED)

1982-83

POSITIVE ASPECTS

1. There is increased attendstnce and participation. qty -three (43)
students are enrolled in the gifted program this year: thirty-one
(31) were enrolled last year. It would appear that the school be-
comes more alert in identifying gifted students. Also, no patents
refused placement this year.

2. Students stay in the prclraa. Last year three(3) students withdrew;
no students have withdrawn this year. An on site administrator and
teacher can offer the needed counseling if a student is expikiencing
a problem.

3. There is continuity in the scope and sequence of instruction in the
basic skill areas. Every student receives instruction daily in reading,
writing, and math from the homeroom teacher following the Balanced
Curriculum time requirements. 'There is no need for a teacher to delay
the introduction of a new skill - waiting for a day when the entire
class is present.

4. Ccenunication has improved between regular program teachers and gifted
program teachers due to the fact that all teachers are in the same
school. Having the gifted program teachers in the building on the
Wednesday planning day affords opportunities for sharing information
on students.

5. Students feel more a pact of all school activities since they are hers
each day and do not miss any school wide special activities.

6. There is no confusion among teachers as to areas of instructional re-
sponsibility. The regular teacher is responsible for reading, wTitimg,""
and math. The teachers of the gifted program are responsible for gifted
goals and the content area subjects.

7. There are no 'missed' homework assignments for students to attempt to
'make up.'

O. The cost of bus transportation has been eltannted. Classes begin at
8:15 a.m. since there is no waiting for the late arriving bus.

9. There is increased parental involvement and support since parents
communicate with only one school. There is a sense of identification
with and allegiance toward the home school. Parent.. have formed a
separate Pilot Resource (gifted) Parent Advisory group which meets
once per month.



10. If a student is encountering a problem of any kind, it is easier for
parent/teacher/administration to discuss and find .possible solutions
to the problem since all conferences can be within one school and the

school is familiar with the child's past experiences and needs. The
needs of the total child can be better addressed.

11. Classroom teachers have 2 - 21/2 hours of uninterrupted time daily for

teaching reading, writing, and math.

12. Teachers report that perhaps gifted students feel they-are more a
part of the rapist classroom since they are with their fellow class-

mates each day and do not 'miss' anything by leaving to go to another

school two days 1.-.er week. There is more feedback and sharing between
gifted students and students in the regular classroom.

13. All students can participate in special group activities (chorus,
recorder groups, microcomputer classes, etc.) without being absent a

portion of the week.

14. Being an ,mans --site school administrator of a gifted program permits
greater control of the gifted program. There is also greater enthusiasm
to provide for the needs of 'your' gifted students and seek program

inprovement.

CONCERNS ENCCONTERSD

1. Scho"ol wide scheduling problems are a major consideration when students

spend one half of each day in the gifted program add the remaining half

day in basic skill instruction..

Specific problems are:

e) All instruCtion in reading, writing, and math for regular

students must be scheduled in that half -day portion when

gifted students are not attending the gifted program. Sarre

teachers (grades five & six) do not like waiting until the

afternoon to teach reeding and math. They say children are

restless and not as alert.. at this time of day.

b) All special classes (music, art, PA., Spanish) must be

scheduled in that portion of the day when students from

those grade levels are in the gifted program. For example,

students in grades 5 4 6 attend the gifted. program in the

morning. It is necessary to schedule all special classes

for the regular 5th & 6th grade students during the morning

so that the total class is with the regular teacher in the

afternoon for basic skill instruction.



c) SchedulLng is further complicated when special teacher allo-
cations Sn&the itinerant teacher schedules are controlled
by the area office and not firm until October. (We were still
changing' schedules in Novemberrdue to a cut in art teacher and
bilingual teacher.)

d) Even special classes (L.D., speech, camp ed) must follow the
a.m. schedule for intermediate students and p.m. schedule for

. primary students so that a teacher's entire class is present
while the basic skills are being taught. Some teachers find
these scheduling restrictions to be too rigid.

e) If a school population or cafeteria schedule requires more than
1 1/2 hours serving time, there is not enough tine to schedule
the two gifted program sessions without overlap. For example,
kindergarten classes traditionally are served lunch first; it
was necessary to schedule lunch for them after grade 4 so that
grade 4 could finish lunch on time to attend the gifted Program
as scheduled. Even with this adjustment in lunch schedule, the
4th grade students enter the gifted program 15 minutes later than
students in grades 2 & 3.

f) We found it necessary to schedule F.B. classee specifically for
gifted. students, i.e., 5th & 4th grade students in the gifted
programs have P.M. as a class at 11:15 - 11:45 daily and gifted
students in grades 2, 3, a 4 have P.E. together at 1:10 - 1:40
daily. F.B. classes where different age groups are taught to-
gether is not entirely desirable. However, this plan was necessary
since gifted students are in the gifted program when their regular
class is scheduled for P.E. Changing the schedule for the regular
class was not possible since the P.E. teacher must be scheduled
for a full day. Waving gifted students pulled from the gifted
program at all different times to join the regular classes for
P.E. did not eppear to be a viable solution either. The other'

alternative was no P.E.

g) We also found it necessary to schedule one music class per week
for the gifted students with the music teacher since students
were always missing the music on alternate days with their regular
class.

2. Scheduling activities within the gifted program is also frustrating
to the teachers in the gifted program. These teachers would prefer
uninterrupted time; however, students leave for 30 minutes daily for
P.B. and leave 30 minutes per week for music. (Spanish IL, for these
students who have elected Spanish Weis taught by the Spanish SL teacher
who comes into the gifted center two times each week and works only
with those students enrolled in the Spanish SL class.) These scheduled
classes do not permit the degree of flexibility desirable to the goals
of a gifted program and do not permit enough time to concentrate on
"gifted activities without interruption.

-18- 22



3. Mthough 3G minutes daily is devoted to teaching the required instruc-

tional olnectives in the content area to gifted students, there is

concern that gifted students may experience some gaps in this area.

In the otner organizational model for gifted programs (the two day

pull out,) students 'miss' two days of instruction in the content areas

but the scope of instruction is probably broader. The 30 minutes daily

is limiting to the teachers in the gifted program but it cannot be ex-
panded without cutting into the time devoted to 'gifted goals.'

4. A school based gifted program is a financial strain on the school.

The MESA allocation for all Exceptional Student Programs at the school

was only $672. This is not sufficient even for a school already having
an abundance of equipment, materials and supplies to start up a new

program.

When a school has 40 - 60 gifted students, this means that apimoxiszately
one basic teacher (20-30 students) is lost in the regular basic program
due to the present** funding formula. Fortunately for Kendale.Elementary

this year there was sufficient cskry over discretionary dollars to provide

one additional basic teacher and the regular classrooms ware not overloaded.

This will not be the: case next year. Additionally, there is no additional,
clerical help for a school based gifted program of 2 units. The regular

clerical personnel at the elementary school must absorb the additional
clerical work of the gifted center.

GIFTED PROGRAM SCHEDULE

Grades 5-6 8:15 - 11:45 - 4 days par week
*bre x 4 days m 14 bra. per week
gifted (less 30 sin. doily for P.E.

12 brs per waek)

Grade 4 12:00 - 2.145 - 4 days per week (lunch is scheduled

11:30-12:00). 2 3/4 hrs x 4 days
11 hrs. gifted (less 30 sin.

daily for P.E. m 9 hrs. per week).

Grades 2-3 11:45 - 2:45 4 days per week
3 bra x 4 days 12 hrs. per week
gifted (less 30 min. daily for P.E.

10 hrs. per week).
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OFFICE OF EDUCATIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY

MEMORANDUM RT-757
March is 1983

TO: Ms. Donna Lazar, Principal
Kendale Elemeatary School

FROM: Ray Turner, Assistant Superintended115
Micro of Educational Accountability .

SUBJECT: KENDALE PILOT RESOURCE PROGRAM EVALUATIWRECCMMENDATIONS

This memorandum is a response to your request for assistance in the defini-

tion of an evaluation of your Pilot Resource Program and the preparation of

an evaluation. report. The memorandum addresses three issues: (1) our rec-

ommendations for information to be collected, (2) ovr recommendations for
thecontent of the evaluation report, and (3) an indication of the extent to'

which this office can assist in this evaluation. Please note that this mem-

orandum constitutes a series of recommendations only, subject to your modi-

fication depending upon such factors as the amount of staff resources which

you can allocate, and the quality and availability of data.

Recommended Information

1. Student Attitudes - via the 'Gifted Student Interview Form". used in the

1975-76 evaluation of the Gifted Program

2. Classroom Teacher Attitudes - via the "Gifted Program Regular Teacher
Questionnaire" used in the 1975-76 eval-
uation of the Gifted Program

3. Parent Attitudes - via the "Gifted Program Parent Questionnaire" used

in the 1975-76 evaluation of the Gifted Program

4. Descriptions of classroom instructional activities

5. Attendance records of program participants in 1981-82 and 1982-83

6. A record of financial support received from parents and contributed by

the school and a description of material purchased with these funds

7. Descriptions of meetings and other connunications with parents (Includ-
ing reports of student progress)

0
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Kendale Pilot Resource Program (continued)

Recomlended Report Contentsii

1. Description of the Program

a. How was the program implemented?

b. What was the program designed to accomplish?

c. On what basis were students selected for the program?

As -a

2.

a -

d. What were the characteristics of program materials and activities?

e. What faculty and others were involved in the program?

2. Description of the Evaluation

'4. What question! does the evaluation address?

b. What instrements/procedures were to measure program outcomes and

describe implementation?

3. Results

a. How did :;he program actually operate in. tears of classroom activities,

communication with parents, expenditures made for materials and equip.

went, etc.?

b. What was the impact of the program (in terms of student, teacher, and

parent attitudes and student attendance)?

4. Conclusions and Recommendations

a. What are the major conclusions?

b. On the basis of the evaluation what recommendations can you make con-

cerning the program?

c. What recommendations can be made concerning subsequent evaluations of

the program?

Assistance Available from the Office of Educational Accountability (MAI'

1. Provision of assistance in the development of an evaluation plan and

evaluation instruments

2. Provision of guidan.:e in tabulating/analyzing results of surveys
414

3. Specification of the form in which other data could be summarized

-22- 26



4.g
Kendale Pilot Resource Program (continued) 3.

4. Provision of DEA staff to discuss and interpret the evaluation or evalu-

ation findings with interested parties, such as parents and school, area

or district staff (on a limited number of occasions)

5. Provision of either a 3-5 page evaluation summary, incorporating data

which you provide to us (such as that listed above) or review of a re-

port which you produce

Due to extensive commitments, the ar..,Ant of assistance which we can provide

in your evaluation is somewhat limited. 'However, we feel that the collec-

tion of data (is recommended above) and our involvement in the development

of a final report will provide satisfact. y documentation of your first

year's effort.

RT:SC:nmi

cc: Dr. Cecile Poussell
Mr. Isaac Whams.
Mr. Horace Martin
Dr. Robert Collins
Mr. Glenn Ashby
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Kendale Pilot Resource Program
Student Responses

(percent respondng: pre/post)

SQL My regular classroom teacher has a favorable opinion of the gifted
program.

Strongly Disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly Agree

00/02 00/05 29/51 48/37 24/05

SQ2. My parents have a favorable opinion of the gifted program and are
pleased that I attend.

Strongly Disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly Agree
00/00 05/09 19/16 14/19 62/56

SQ3. Please indicate the one suggestion which best describes your feelings
for improvement of the gifted program.

More time for gifted instruction 00/27

Fewer students in the gifted class 11/00

Better qualified teachers in the gifted class 22/15

More off-campus activities (field trips, etc) 56/54

No changes 11/05

29
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07.

Q11.

09.

010.

Q!1,

912.

Kendal. Pilot Resource Program
Regular Teacher Responses

(percent respondngs pre/post)

TQl. Did you ever visit a gifted program? Yea Ma? No,58/08

TQ2. Old it increase four understanding of the program?
Yes 80/92, 11010/08

TO. Did a teacher of the gifted program
ever visit your program? Yes ilart No 100/93

T04, How often do you'confer with your students' gifted teachers?

At least once per 9-week period
At least twice a year 0 36
At leant once a year AMU,
Never 91/14

TO. Look ng over your current class roster, about how many of your students
do you feel should be receiving Nifted services but are not?

(Average number per teacher) itWAL
196. Whet Is the most frequent reason that these students are not receiving

gifted services

Not yet referred for testing
Referred but not yet tested

79111JUL,

1A/TO
Referred but event refused to permit testing

-1-70-Tested but did not qualify
79.91127,

Qualified end awaiting placement 111.400
Qualified but did not went to participate 54)

L trongly Disagree
isagree

Udecided

ngiy Agree

Classroom teachers eve generally been given an
ado mate orientation t the gifted program.

42/07

.76nr241/29

30/36 00/21

00/29

0/36

08/43

00/001
i

00/00

.

The amount of contact 1 have with my student's
flitted teacher(s) Is sufficient.
Classroom teachers with students In gifted program
are kept reasonably informed of student progress
In those programs.

50/07 33/29 00/07 17/57 00/00

My students in the gifted program as generally able 17/00
to neap up with lessons In their regular class2

17/00 00/00 58/84

58/71

08/36
_

08/11A most ail of my students who ere In the Ofted 08100
program have a sufficient command of basic skills.,

25/07 00/00

Almost every school sh*uld have within It a spec-
ialized program for the gifted. _08/07 _00107 _00/14 42/36 50/36
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P911.

P912.

P913.

P914.

P913.

P916.

P917.

.P918.
A

P919.

P9200

P921.

P922.

P923.

Kendele Pilot Resource Program
Parent Responses

P91. Old you ever

(percent respondng: pre/post)

visit your child's gifted program? Yes 84/75 No 16/23

P92. if yes,

P93. Old it

hots many visits? (average) 2.8/2.9,

increase your understanding of the program?
Yes 56/77, Undecided No

P94. Nov much feedback

,25/00, ,19/16

40 you receive from your child's gifted teacher(s)?

More than from regular teachers
As much as from reviler teachers
Less than from regular teachers

P95. Nov much individualised attention does your child receive In the gifted program?

More than In the regular program 1 3
As much as in regular program
Less than in the regular program

P96. Do you wttend,olfted parent group meetings? Yes 47/81 No 33/19,

P97. Are you interested In becoming active in such groups?
Usual Undecided am No,11/25,

P98. Do you know the seme(s) of yogr child's gifted teacher(s)?
Yes 79/92 *40:11LA

P99. Please indicate the one s..ggestion which best describes your feelings
for improvement of CFI-gifted program.

More gifted lestructional time for my child 36/20
Fewer students per class
Better qualified teachers of the gifted
More off-campus activities
No changes desired

P910, Were Informed of a parent orientation meeting prior toliai child's
placement In the gifted program? Yes 42/64, No

Ltrongly Disagree
isegre

ndecided
49 r ea

Stro y Agree

My child's regv!ar class teachers have a favorable
Infos of the sifted r rem

10,06 16/011 76131 42144 111/11

pare o e elr

g 84 "gm erclass teachers seems to be ood iiii01
Y s o n w

8 8r vier less 110111Walliailliallillard
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil

g a- ea ,era now are SU C y
qualified to teach flitted children.

i,

y child receives a Sufficient amount of individue
attention in the gifted_program!

TOM 7TI17 32/20 37/49 00/11

The amount of fill* per 'ma that my child spends I
the gifted program is sufficient.

05/96 z6 /06r 21/17 42/04 03/11

lididMy oarris exposed to a se c en ver y oliiiiil
sub acts In the Med r rem

FEERRIPING 09/11 "MI! Iiiiiilliall
03/09

iitrumILLTAAA ILklArItli IIEUltillEtfklAErnaLurtuulairliuTualnimmi


